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QUESTION 1

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some questions sets might have more than one correct solution, 

while others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have an Azure subscription that contains an Azure Storage account. 

You plan to implement changes to a data storage solution to meet regulatory and compliance standards. 

Every day, Azure needs to identify and delete blobs that were NOT modified during the last 100 days. 

Solution: You apply an Azure policy that tags the storage account. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead apply an Azure Blob storage lifecycle policy. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/storage-lifecycle-management-concepts?tabs=azure-
portal 

 

QUESTION 2

Each day, company plans to store hundreds of files in Azure Blob Storage and Azure Data Lake Storage. The company
uses the parquet format. 

You must develop a pipeline that meets the following requirements: 

Process data every six hours Offer interactive data analysis capabilities Offer the ability to process data using solid-state
drive (SSD) caching Use Directed Acyclic Graph(DAG) processing mechanisms Provide support for REST API calls to
monitor processes Provide native support for Python Integrate with Microsoft Power BI 

You need to select the appropriate data technology to implement the pipeline. 

Which data technology should you implement? 

A. Azure SQL Data Warehouse 

B. HDInsight Apache Storm cluster 

C. Azure Stream Analytics 

D. HDInsight Apache Hadoop cluster using MapReduce 
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E. HDInsight Spark cluster 

Correct Answer: B 

Storm runs topologies instead of the Apache Hadoop MapReduce jobs that you might be familiar with. Storm topologies
are composed of multiple components that are arranged in a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Data flows between the
components in the graph. Each component consumes one or more data streams, and can optionally emit one or more
streams. 

Python can be used to develop Storm components. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/storm/apache-storm-overview 

 

QUESTION 3

You are developing a solution that will stream to Azure Stream Analytics. The solution will have both streaming data and
reference data. Which input type should you use for the reference data? 

A. Azure Cosmos DB 

B. Azure Event Hubs 

C. Azure Blob storage 

D. Azure IoT Hub 

Correct Answer: C 

Stream Analytics supports Azure Blob storage and Azure SQL Database as the storage layer for Reference Data. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/stream-analytics/stream-analytics-use-reference-data 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You are implementing mapping data flows in Azure Data Factory to convert daily logs of taxi records into aggregated
datasets. 

You configure a data flow and receive the error shown in the following exhibit. 
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You need to resolve the error. 

Which setting should you configure? To answer, select the appropriate setting in the answer area. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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The Inspect tab provides a view into the metadata of the data stream that you\\'re transforming. You can see column
counts, the columns changed, the columns added, data types, the column order, and column references. Inspect is a
read-only view of your metadata. You don\\'t need to have debug mode enabled to see metadata in the Inspect pane. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/concepts-data-flow-overview 

 

QUESTION 5

You have an Azure Stream Analytics job that receives clickstream data from an Azure event hub. 

You need to define a query in the Stream Analytics job. The query must meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Count the number of clicks within each 10-second window based on the country of a visitor. 
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2. 

Ensure that each click is NOT counted more than once. How should you define the query? 

A. SELECT Country, Count(*) AS CountFROM ClickStream TIMESTAMP BY CreatedAt GROUP BY Country,
TumblingWindow(second, 10) 

B. SELECT Country, Count(*) AS CountFROM ClickStream TIMESTAMP BY CreatedAt GROUP BY Country,
SessionWindow(second, 5, 10) 

C. SELECT Country, Avg(*) AS AverageFROM ClickStream TIMESTAMP BY CreatedAt GROUP BY Country,
SlidingWindow(second, 10) 

D. SELECT Country, Avg(*) AS AverageFROM ClickStream TIMESTAMP BY CreatedAt GROUP BY Country,
HoppingWindow(second, 10, 2) 

Correct Answer: A 

Tumbling window functions are used to segment a data stream into distinct time segments and perform a function
against them, such as the example below. The key differentiators of a Tumbling window are that they repeat, do not
overlap, 

and an event cannot belong to more than one tumbling window. 

Example: 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: Session windows group events that arrive at similar times, filtering out periods of time where there is no data. 

C: Sliding windows, unlike Tumbling or Hopping windows, output events only for points in time when the content of the
window actually changes. In other words, when an event enters or exits the window. Every window has at least one
event, like in the case of Hopping windows, events can belong to more than one sliding window. 

D: Hopping window functions hop forward in time by a fixed period. It may be easy to think of them as Tumbling
windows that can overlap, so events can belong to more than one Hopping window result set. To make a Hopping
window the same as a Tumbling window, specify the hop size to be the same as the window size. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/stream-analytics/stream-analytics-window-functions 
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